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Attivita' svolta con LIM relativa all'unita' 4 del libro di testo
in adozione nella scuola media "C.Gancia" di Canelli

prof. Ugo Ghione
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HOW GREEN ARE YOU?
HAVE YOU EVER...

9) put unwanted clothes in the rubbish bin? 
10) smoked?

LISTEN
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The map was 
published by 

the local 
newspaper.

Teenagers at Bankhall Secondary School want us to become greener. 
They have made a map showing where you can recycle things in Stockley. 
They did an environmental survey first to find out how green we are. 
The results showed that 45% of people didn't know there were any bottle banks in Stockley. 
Thirtyeight per cent knew there were bottle banks, but said they didn't use them.
It's a really big problem,' explains Tim Gore, aged 16. Every day people throw
bottles, tins and newspapers into the rubbish bin without thinking. 
People should recycle them and help the environment. 
As a result of the survey, the children decided to make a map showing all the recycling facilities in the village.
The children have delivered this map to 500 houses in Stockley. 
They hope it will encourage us to recycle more. 
People can recycle their old clothes too,' says Barbara, aged 17. 
They can take these to a charity shop in the village or to the clothes bank in the car park of Sureways 
supermarket.'
So remember  Think before you throw things away!

                                                                                                                                                      

Tim Gore is 
the maths 
teacher

People should 
put old clothes 
into rubbish 

bins.

The students
have drawn a map 

of recycling 
facilities
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What have they done to the rain?

Just a________________rain
Falling all around
The grass lifts its head
To___________________heavenly sound
________________a little rain
Just a little________________________
What have they____________________to the rain?
Just a little______________
Standing_________________the rain
The gentle rain that________________
For years
And the grass is gone
The boy disappears
The__________________keeps falling
Like helpless tears
And what have they done_____________the rain?
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